


Srishti stands for creation, and has been referred since time immemorial to 
the creation of the world by Brahma. Srishti Publishers was set up with the 
objective of creating a unique set of books to provide unmatched reading 
pleasure to people across the country. In the last twenty-five years, Srishti has 
come a long way, having added myriad feathers to its cap. 

It has not only given a platform to budding, debutant authors, but also made 
quality books available at affordable prices across India. Some of the current 
crop of bestselling authors like Preeti Shenoy, Novoneel Chakraborty, Ajay K 
Pandey, Arpit Vageria, Prachi Garg, Stuti Gupta, J. Rajasekharan Nair, 
Amaresh Ojha, etc., are published under the Srishti banner. 

Today, Srishti has on board children, teens, women and aged people, not just 
as readers, but authors too. With more than five hundred titles to boast of, 
Srishti specializes in publishing books in genres as diverse as 
Autobiography/Biography, Children’s Literature, Culture, Health and fitness, 
History, Fiction, Management, Military, Philosophy, Politics, Self-Help, 
Translations, among various others. 

With the firm faith that everyone has a story to tell, Srishti proudly continues 
to give a platform to budding authors and making their stories heard to the 
world.

BOLD - A mixed bag of premium books that are informative and 
entertaining, with focus on hot topics and a bold voice that cannot 
be subdued.

Cuckoo Tales - The children's imprint, which offers a wide range 
of motivational and adventurous reads for children.

Bluejay - A wider spectrum of self-help and motivational books 
from across the country and the world.



Children’s



POPULAR INDIAN FAIRY TALES

ISBN : 9789387022881

You must have read fairy tales about the glass slipper 
and the genie of the lamp. But Popular Indian Fairy 
Tales are different; they are refreshingly Indian. You 
will find in these stories, wisdom of ancient Indian 
books, retold in contemporary English. The interactive 
questions at the end of each section stimulate the mind, 
and there are worksheets and colouring pages too.

MAGICAL MYTHOLOGY 
STUTI GUPTA

ISBN : 9788194790860

Ever wondered how baby Rama got the moon to 
play with? Hanuman and Ganesha are also up to 
something adventurous.Join these little heroes as 
they swing between being naughty, heroic, 
curious, creative and thoroughly entertaining.
The book contains more than twenty fascinating 
stories from the rich Indian mythology. It also 
contains colourful illustrations, colouring pages, 
activities and so much more.

MRP :  `325/- 
Format: Paperback/Colour Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:152

MRP :`195/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:208

PUZZLES 
AND

INTERACTIVE
GAMES
INSIDE
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STUTI GUPTA

Stuti enjoys writing stories for children 
and passing on the magic of tales to 

bright, young minds. 

She has an M.Phil degree in literature 
from the University of Delhi, and more 
than a dozen years of experience with 

stories and content-related work. 

101 BEST INDIAN FABLES
FOR CHILDREN

ISBN : 9789387022591

A collection of hand-picked short stories that
entertain, amuse and leave you with essential 
life lessons in the end. Enter the magical 
world of fables that capture the splendor of 
kings, commoners, animals and birds alike.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������World

Pages:184
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Prasun Roy is a Kolkata based author. He considers his writing as a 
medium to communicate his thoughts and emotions to readers across 
boundaries. 

RINGO AND THE YOGI

PRASUN ROY

ISBN : 9789387022621

Ringo, a ten-year-old boy, is on a trekking 
expedition in Joshimath, where he befriends a 
Yogi, who tells him inspiring adventurous 
stories. Soon after a catastrophic cloudburst in 
the entire Uttarakhand, their only hope to 
return home is to seek help from a nearby Army 
Base Camp. Will they ultimately reach the 
Army Camp? 

THE GOOD WIZARD

ISBN : 9789390441075

Badshah Bisht is a famous wizard, and he 
must train a pupil before his deadly disease 
takes over completely. Little Titli looks 
promising, but will she be able to stand the 
test of time, and the evil plans of Gumah 
Khan.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:184
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Swapna Dutta has been writing for decades and has many books to her 
credit. A pioneer in writing for children, she has been writing for 
magazines, newspapers and several international journals.

TINKU’S SUMMER ADVENTURE
SWAPNA DUTTA

Tinku lands up in a small village of West 
Bengal with her dear Moni mashi and Nutu 
pishi. As the three girls wade their way 
through the everyday adventures of the 
village, the book is sure to be a joyride.

ISBN: 9789390441815  Pages: 200 
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

KATHAYEN:
ILLUSTRATED STORIES FOR CHILDREN

NISHTHA PATHAK AND ROHIT PATHAK 

Richly illustrated in a modern Madhubani 
art form, this book is a collection of 
thirty-one stories from the Indian epics – 
Ramayana and Mahabharata. They 
re-interpret the age-old wisdom and share 
important life lessons, making it relevant 
for young parents and children.  

Nishtha Pathak is an engineer by education, and an artist by passion. A 
national level award winner, her post-graduation research is on reviving 
the aura of the tribal art forms. 

Rohit Pathak is her life partner. A computer engineer turned marketer, he 
is an avid reader and a sparse writer, a proud husband and proud-er father.

ISBN: 9789390441747  Pages: 216  
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World
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Shona Gupta is a twelve-year-old dynamic girl with a wide range of 
interests, from painting pictures, doodle art, singing, writing songs to 
training in Karate and swimming on the sports side. 

THE MERMAID’S HERB
SHONA GUPTA

ISBN : 9789387022669

WSS is not a typical 11-year-old you might 
find in Nairobi. His secretly exciting life 
gets more exciting and challenging when 
he meets Bella, a dinosaur, and two young 
friends.
He helps this long extinct species of 
dinosaurs. All roads lead them to a 
magical Mermaid’s Herb.
Will WSS be able to help his friends? 

REACHING FOR KLOUD9

ISBN : 9789387022461

Comprises award-winning stories from 
All-India Short Story Contest, 2015-17, 
mentored by Ruskin Bond. It opens up a 
fantasy world painted by these young, 
magical authors, with the stories spanning 
a wide gamut of themes

RUSKIN BOND

Ruskin Bond is an Indian author of British descent, who lives in Mussorie with 
his adopted family. He has authored numerous books for children and is a popular 
storyteller. 

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������World

Pages:192
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Shubhra Shah won the hearts of many children and adults alike. She is 
trained in psychotherapy, reiki and pranic healing. Her favourite message 
to children is: ‘Be Kind, even to someone you don’t like.’

Deepak Arora is an electronic media professional. His various trips to 
different wildlife national parks got him contemplating about life in the 
wild and humans through the animals’ perspective. 

LEATHERBACK AND
THE STRANGE PLACE

SHUBHRA SHAH 

ISBN : 9789387022744

Leatherback is a hundred and something years 
old, and finds queenie, the cat and loro, the 
parrot too rowdy. But she likes Sara, who once 
was the girl with no confidence. One day, 
Sara’s mother vanishes into thin air. The 
animals decide to solve the mystery. 

WILD WORLD
DEEPAK ARORA

ISBN : 9789387022492

Bali, the langur and Bhola, the bear decide to 
escape to the Jungle from the brutalities of 
humans in the City. On the night of Bali’s 
welcome party, he saves Raja, the tiger, from the 
bullets of a poacher. The other animals request 
him to go back to the city and help Rani, the 
tigress, to escape from the City Zoo. 
A runaway langur and an ever hungry bear  join 
paws to save the Jungle from becoming a human 
colony.

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192

MRP: `250/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������World

Pages:200

PUZZLES 
AND

INTERACTIVE
GAMES
INSIDE
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Soumya Torvi is a software engineer, who is very passionate about 
writing for children. Her stories have been published in leading children’s 
magazines. She has also written books about the inspiring tales of 
achievers which have been translated into Vietnamese.

A PRINCESS’S QUEST FOR KNOWLEDGE
SOUMYA TORVI

ISBN : 9789387022683

Princess Vaishali is devastated when her 
younger brother, Prince Bhuvan is sent to 
gurukul and she is told that girls are not 
allowed to study there. She makes up her 
mind that no one can stop her from 
learning. In her quest for knowledge, she 
confidently moves against the tide, only to 
be met with several adventures. 

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:88

A regular contributor to the GreenBlook Blog and a GRIT Future List 
2019 Honouree, Arundati Dandapani is a passionate curator of insights 
and research storytelling

ADVENTURE ON TAKLADWEEP
ARUNDATI DANDAPANI

ISBN : 9788187075974

Nikhil is sent on Bharat Airlines, he is 
caught up amidst a circle of peculiar 
grown-ups each with their unique habits. 
Will the Takladweep tribes be able to 
co-exist with the sudden disruption of two 
hundred and fifty city people all on one 
island? 

MRP :  `95/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:188
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Antoine de Saint-Exupéry began writing the Little Prince during World 
War II. 

George Orwell, was an English novelist, essayist, journalist and critic. 

ANIMAL FARM 
GEORGE ORWELL 

THE LITTLE PRINCE
ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY

ISBN : 9789380349695

ISBN : 9789380349688

When the oppressed animals of Manor Farm defeat their 
master and take over. They envisage it to be the beginning 
of independence and abundance. However, a devious and 
heartless elite among the animals starts to take control 

In the Sahara Desert a pilot has crashed his plane, when 
suddenly a young boy who claims to have fallen to Earth, 
appears before him and asks him to draw a sheep. What 
does he do? He draws it. Thus begins this poetic and 
sublime adventure.

Syed Mustafa Siraj, an eminent Bengali writer. He wrote around 150 
novels and 300 short stories. 

THE COLONEL INVESTIGATES
SYED MUSTAFA SIRAJ 

ISBN : 8188575313

A book that eludes everybody's grasp, including the 
colonel. Impersonations, thefts and even murders are 
committed for the sake of the book. The colonel has to 
intervene to trace the murderer and the possible 
connection with the book, yet he is also totally 
perplexed by a magic square in it. 

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:327

MRP :`95/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:88

MRP :  `60/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:92
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Vijaya Khandurie has various books on science, sports, education, word 
games, quizzes, competitions, etc., to his credit.

WHAT THEY DON’T TEACH AT SCHOOL
VIJAYA KHANDURIE

ISBN : 9789382891062

Some fun facts that text books miss, and 
some tidbits of knowledge for the ever 
curious child in you, this book is a 
collection of interesting knowledge gems 
from across the world.

MRP :`95/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:208

Ashok Singh has authored several books for children, especially in the 
genres of adventure, thrill, science and technology among others.

AN ELEPHANT CALLED MALLA PRASAD
ASHOK SINGH

ISBN : 9788187075585

It is a book written for children in the age 
group ten to fifteen years. A story of a bull 
elephant who is bought as a little calf in the 
Sonepur fair by a local landlord.

MRP :`95/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192
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Swapna Dutta has been writing for nearly three decades and has more 
than 40 books and translations to her credit.

THE STORY OF RED FORT
SWAPNA DUTTA

ISBN : 9788187075257

Know more about the unique monument 
because there is no other single 
monument that reflects the height of glory 
as well as the heartbreak and the tragedy 
of a dynasty the way the Red Fort does.

MRP :`95/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:136

Madhu Vottery holds a Master’s degree in Architectural Conservation 
and works diligently to plan and coordinate the Hyderabad Heritage 
Walks.

HERITAGE OF HYDERABAD:
FROM CHILDREN, FOR CHILDREN

MADHU VOTTERY

ISBN : 9789382891147

These fifty-one stories from and about the 
city of minarets end with interesting 
activities of art, crafts, drawing, painting, 
dance, drama and poetry. It sure is a fun 
way for children and parents to learn about 
the rich heritage of Hyderabad.

MRP :`195/- Format: Paperback/ Illustrated
������������������Audio-visual; World, except Telugu

Pages: 232
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Meenakshi holds a double Master’s in Education and English and is an 
Associate Professor.

WHAT AFTER 10+2?
VIJAYA KHANDURIE

THE NEW STUDENTS’ COMPANION 
MEENAKSHI

ISBN : 9789382891109

The New Students’ Companion comprises 
information on: Indian History, Indian 
Politics, Geography of India and the world, 
The Universe and Space, Indian Economy, 
Science and Technology, Sports, Culture and 
Mathematics. Get set to dive into invaluable 
information with this mandatory addition to 
your book shelf.

A comprehensive guide to the choice of 
fields available as a profession in the 
contemporary times, along with a 
well-researched list of institutions that 
provide courses to that end. This book is a 
must have for students who wish to find a 
lucrative career path.

Vijaya Khandurie has various books on science, sports, education, word 
games, quizzes, competitions, etc., to his credit. 

ISBN: 9789382891123  Pages: 150  
MRP :  `120/- Format: Paperback
Genre: Reference
������������������Audio-visual; World

MRP :  `95/- Format: Paperback
Genre: Reference
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:264
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Srishti Publishers & Distributors
A unit of AJR Publishing LLP

Corporate Office:
212A, Peacock Lane

Shahpur Jat, New Delhi – 110049.
Tel: 011- 41751981-82

sales@srishtipublishers.com

For Editorial enquiry:
editorial@srishtipublishers.com

Tel: 011-41751982
www.srishtipublishers.com

For Sales enquiry:
Mr. Rajesh Verma

9953777429, 011-41751981
sales@srishtipublishers.com

South Region
S. Mallikarjuna

8660899384
salessouth@srishtipublishers.com

A.K. Mishra Agencies (P) Ltd

Cloudtail

Flipkart

Om Book Shop

Repro India Limited

Starmark

WH Smith

The Bookworm

Midland

Crossword

Higginbotham’s

Landmark

Pinky Book Distributor

Pages (Jyoti Book Depot)

Odyssey

T.R. Bookstall

Bahrisons Booksellers

Blossom Book House

Current Books (DC Books)

India Book Distributor

Lov Dev & Sons

Pinky Book Enterprises

Sapna Book House

Prism Books Pvt Ltd

English Book Shop

Title Waves

Mathrubhoomi Books

Major Retailers & Distributors
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